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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which European Union directive pertains to personal data
privacy and an individual's control over their personal data?
A. 99/9/EC
B. 95/46/EC
C. 2000/1/EC
D. 2013/27001/EC
Answer: B
Explanation:

Explanation
Directive 95/46/EC is titled "On the protection of individuals
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data."

NEW QUESTION: 2
In which format does an iSCSI target ID appear?
A.
iqn.&lt;year-mo&gt;.&lt;reversed_domain_name&gt;'&lt;unique_nam
e&gt;
B.
iscsi.&lt;organizational_unit&gt;.&lt;forward_domain_name&gt;:&
lt;unique_name&gt;
C.
iscsi.&lt;year-mo&gt;.&lt;forward_domain_name&gt;:&lt;unique_na
me&gt;
D. iqn.&lt;ip_address&gt;.&lt;reversed_domain_name&gt;
Answer: A
Explanation:
page 112 Server Configuration Guide

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. target
B. initiator
C. TCP/IP
D. gateway
E. SFP transceiver
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 4
The ADMIN_EMP table has columns EMPNO, ENAME, DEPTNO, and SAL.
It has a materialized view EMP_MV with a materialized log and
an ENAME_IDX index on the ENAME column. You need to perform an
online table redefinition on the ADMIN_EMP table to move it
from the TBS1 tablespace to the TBS2 tablespace in the same
schema.
What action is required for the dependent objects when you
perform online redefinition on the table?
A. The materialized view, materialized log, and the index
should be dropped and re-created after the online table
redefinition is complete.
B. The materialized view should have a complete refresh
performed after the online table redefinition is completed.
C. The materialized view and materialized log should be dropped
and all constraints disabled and re- created after the online
table redefinition is complete.

D. The materialized view should have a fast refresh performed
after the online table redefinition is completed.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Restrictions for Online Redefinition of Tables
After redefining a table that has a materialized view log, the
subsequent refresh of any dependent
materialized view must be a complete refresh.
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